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Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on  a  second  general  system  for  the  recognition of 
profe~slonal  education and  training which 
complements  Directive 89/48/EEC 
(presented  by  the  Co~mlsslon) S  U  M M A  R  Y 
The  proposal  complements  and  extends  the  approach  adopted  In  the Councl I  Directive of 
21  December  1988  on  a  general  system  for  the  recognition of  higher  education  diplomas 
awarded  on  completion  of  professional  education  and  training  of  at  least  3  years' 
duration. 
It  Is  the  last  In  a  set of  measures  giving every  Community  national  the  right  to have 
qual lflcatlons acquired  In  another  Member  State  recognized  or  taken  Into account  by  a 
host  Member  State  which  regulates  a  given  activity.  It  appl les  to  Community 
nationals  who  have  received  short  higher  education  diplomas,  holders  of  secondary 
education  diplomas  and  certain  persons  without  diplomas  who  have  had  professional 
experience. - 1a  -
EXPLANATORY  MEMORANDUM  ~ 
1.  The  Council  Directive  of  21  December  1988  on  a  general  system  for  the 
recognition  of  higher  education  diplomas  awarded  on  completion  of 
professional  education  and  training  of  at  least  three  years'  duratlon1 
gives practical  effect  to an  Idea  which  Itself stems  from  an observation. 
This  observation,  made  during  the  meeting  of  the  European  Council  In 
Fontainebleau  on  25  and  26  June  1984,  was  that· Innovative  solutions  had  to 
be  sought  to the  problems of  the  recognition o.f  diplomas  "In order  to  bring 
about  the effective  freedom  of  establishment within  the  Community". 
The  Idea.  put  forward  by  the  Heads  of  State and  Government  and  subsequently 
developed  by  the  Comrnlsslon2  and  by  the  Committee  for  a  People's  Europe,3 
was  that  there  had  to  be  a  general  recognition  of  diplomas  without  any 
prior  harmonization elther of  the  training courses  required  for  the  pursuit 
of  the  regulated occupations,  or of  the activities recognized  by  the Member 
States as  forming  part of  those occupations,  but  that  In  return  the migrant 
would  have  to  satisfy  certain  compensatory  conditions  where  the 
qualification  he  had  obtained  In  the  Member  State  of  origin  did  not 
correspond  to that  required  In  the  host  Member  State.4 
1  Directive 89/48/EEC,  OJ  L 19,  24.1.1989,  p.  16. 
2  COM(84)446  final.  A  People's  Europe- Implementing  the 
the  Fontainebleau European  Council. 
3  Report  presented  to  the  European  Counc I I  In 
29  and  30  March  1985. 
4  For  a  mora  detailed  examination  of  the  reasons  for 
cf.  COM(85)355  final,  pages  1  to 5. 
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Before  the  adoption  of  Directive 89/428/EEC,  the  Commission  Itself  stated 
to  the  Council  on  17  November  1988,3  and  confirmed  this  Intention  In  the 
work  programme  that  It presented  to  the  European  Pari lament  for  1989,4 
Resolut lon .  of  the  E~ropean  Par I I amant.  OJEC  C  345,  31 • 1  2 . 1985 • 
pages  81  to 82. 
Opinion  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,  doc.  90i86,  29.1_ .1986, 
page  6. 
Progress  report  requIred  by  ArtIcle  8b  of  the  Treaty. 
Doc.  COM(88)650  final,  page  15. 
Doc.  SEC(89) 1  f Ina I.  page  27. - 3  -
·,that' Jt. proposed  to· extend  the  pr lnc·l p les  conta l;ned  'In 'the  ge-nera I  system 
,.  for)  the  recognltlon,of  higher  education  d•Jp:loinas  -awarded  on' completion  of 
profess lona I  or  vocatlona I  educat Iori  and -tra:ln I ng  of  at· least  three  years' 
-duration  to~- a II  d-1 p lomas .requIred  for  the· pursutt  of  'regu·l a'fed· occupatIons 
:~  .In  the Member  States.· 
Finally,  ·the  Informal  meeting  of  Education  Ministers  at  Segovia  on 
._.,_.  ':17  and  18 March  1989  produced  a-very broad  consensus~ In· favour- of extending 
the: horizontal  a·pproach  to  the  recognltlon·.of  ·diplomas  and .  ._professlonal 
qua I If  I cat Ions.  ·an  approach . whIch  · 'Is  recogn·l zed  as  produc lng  a  grea  tor 
fee 1  1  ng of  awareness  and of European< cl tl  zensh I p. 
There  Is.  then.  a  'broad· measure  of  agreement  on  extending  the  approach 
adopted  In  Directive 89/48/EEC  and- thus  taellltatlngthe  movement  of  all 
persons wishing  to pursue  a  regulated profession  In  a  State other  than  that 
.ln,whlch  they  receive  thelr··tralnlng ancfwhoare·not  already  covered  by  a 
.system  for  the  recognition of occUpational  qualifications. 
This  then  ls,the  background  to  the  Commission-proposal  on  a  second  general 
system  for> the  recogn It  Jon  of · profess·lona I  :and  vocat lona I  tra  I nlng 
complementing  that  Introduced  by  the Council  Directive of  21  December  1988. "::  4  -
.  .- . /2  ~.  . The  comp I ementar)'. genera.! . system  has- the ·followIng maIn· features: 
.  ;  .~ .  'r.  ··  ,' ·'  '.f 
. 2.1  .Like  the,  Init-Ial .general-system,  It'  Is  based  on  the·  pr.lnclple  that 
·coun~es. w.h lch  d l·ffer- from  one  Member  State  to  another  but  whose 
purpose  Is  to  train  persons  to  carry  out ·.the  same  actlvl.ty  may,  as  a 
general  rule  be  presumed  to  provide  the  persons  concerned  with 
similar. qualifications. 
·'  ,.., 
.2.2.  lt. Is  both  complementar:y ·to  and  Independent  of,  the  Initial  general 
. sy~tem,  .s·lnce -·It  contains  a·11  the  provis-Ions  necessary  for  Its 
operation~  these  being  In  ·most  cases··slmllar  or  eveh  Identical  to 
those of  the  ln)tlal  general  system  • 
. 2.3  Like  the  Initial  general  ·system,· -the  compl.ementary  general  system 
does .not  apply  to occupations  already  covered  by  existing Directives 
as  .regards  i  recognition  of •  occupational  qUalifications.  More 
specU·I.ca lly,  .. It, does  not app I y  to  regu I a ted occupatIons 
.  ~.  ' 
-:-which  are  the  object  of  specific  Directives·· Introducing  mutual 
recognition  of.·tralnlng  courses  completed  before  taking  up  the 
· ··.-occupatIon;  ·' 
- whlch  are  the  object  of  specific  Directives  whose  main  purpose  Is 
to  Introduce  recognition  of  technical  skills based  on  occupational 
experience  acquired  In  a  Member  State  which  does  not  regulate 121 
- 5  -
such  occupatIons.  In  thIs  case  the  DIrectIves  I  nvo I  ved  concern 
craft  and  commercial  activities  and  some  of  them  were  adopted 
twenty  years  ago. 1 
2. 4  The  comp I  ementary  genera I  system  covers  the  two  I  eve Is  of 
professional  ahd  vocational  education  and  training  not  caught  by  the 
Initial  general  system: 
first,  training acquired on  a  secondary course  and 
second,  training  generally  acquired  on  a  so-called  "short" 
post-secondary course of  less  than  three years'  duration. 
The  level  covered  by  Directive 89/48/EEC,  for  Its  part,  corresponds 
to  training  acquired  on  a  so  called  "long"  post-secondary  course  of 
at  least  three years'  duration:  this  Is  the  third  level  of education 
and  training. 
In  other  words,  as  the  ceiling  for  the first  level  Is  m~de up  of  the 
diplomas,  certificates  or  other. evidence  of  formal  qualifications 
attesting  to  the  comple~lon. of  a  secondary  course  In  the 
Member  States,  and  the  floor  of  the  third  level  Is  made  up  of  the 
diplomas,  certificates  or  other  evidence  of  formal  qualifications 
attestIng  to  successfu I  comp I  et I  on  of  a  post-secondary  course  of  at 
least  three  years'  duration at  an  establishment  of  higher  education, 
everything between  the  two  comes  within  the second  level. 
1  They  are  often  called  "transltlonaln  because  It  was  originallY·  Intended 
that  they  would  have  to  be  replaced  by  1970,  the  end  of  the  transitional 
period  ·laid  down  In  Article 8  of  the  Treaty,  by  more  advanced  systems  of 
recognition  aimed  at making  the movement  of  persons easter. - 6  -
2.5  The  complementary  general  system  provides  for  two  separate  legal 
systems  ,for  the  ~ecognltlon  of  edUcation  and· training  courses 
corresponding  to  the first  and  second  levels.  These  two  systems  are, 
however,  directly based on  the  Initial  general  system. 
Under  one  of  the  systems,  "certificate"  means  all  diplomas, 
certificates or  other  evidence  of  formal  qual lflcatlons  required  for 
the  pursuit of  regulated occupations  In  the  Member  States and  falling 
within  the  first  level  of  education  and  training  (secondary  courses, 
cf. Article 1(b)).  Under  the other,  "diploma"  means  a  similar  set of 
qual lflcatlons,  but  coming  within  the  second  level  (so called  short 
post-secondary  courses,  cf.  Article 1(a)).  A  dlstln~tlon has,  then, 
to  be  made  between  the  concept  of  "diploma"  within  the meaning  of  the 
complementary  general  system  and  the  concept  of  "diploma"  within  the 
meaning  of  the  Initial  general  system,  which  attests  to  a 
post-secondary course of at  least  three years'  duration. 
Apart  from  the  recognition,  at  each  level,  of  the. certificates 
(Article 5)  and  diplomas  (Article 3),  the  complementary  general 
system,  I Ike  the  Initial  general  system,  provides  for  the  posslbl llty 
of  requiring compensatory  measures  from  a  migrant  whose  education and 
training  differ  substantially  from  that  required  In  the  host 
Member  State 
-solely  by  means  of  an  adaptation  period  not  exceeding  two  years, 
where  the  pursuit  of  a  regulated  occupation  Is  subJect  to  the 
possession of  a  certificate (Article 6); - 7  -
-by means  of  either  an  adaptation  period  not  exceeding  three  years 
or  an  apt I tude  test,  where  the  pursuIt  of  a  regu I  a ted  occupatIon is 
dependent  upon  the  possession of  a  diploma  (Article 4). 
2.6  Because  It  covers  two  levels  of  education  and  training  and. the 
Initial  general  system  covers  a  third,  the  complementary  general 
system  has  to  provide  for  certain  posslbl I ltles  of  recognition 
between  these  three  levels,  where  for  a  particular  occupation  the 
training  received  by  a  migrant  Is  not  of  the  same  level  as  that 
required  by  the  host  Member  State: 
- these  poss I  b II It I  es  are  greatest  between  I  eve Is  2  and  3,  and  In 
both  directions  (Article 3); 
-however,  the  opportunities  for  the  mutual  recognition  of  education 
and  training  courses  belonging  to  levels  1  and  2  respectively  are 
subject  to different  rules  depending  on  the direction  In  question. 
- In  moving  from  level  2  to  level  1,  the  appl lcant  may  be  presumed  to 
be  over-qual lfled  and  wl  II  normally  need  only  to  possess  a  diploma 
within  the  meaning  of  the  proposal  (Article 5).  In  the  other 
direction,  I.e.  from  level  1  to  level  2,  he  must  normally  possess  a 
certificate  and  have  undergone  an  adaptation  period  or  aptitude 
test  (Article 9).  The  effect  of  this  Article  Is  that  a  person 
pursuing  an  activity  who  possesses  occupational  experience - 8  -
only  cannot  pursue  his  occupation  In  another  Member  State  which 
reQuires  a  diploma. 
2.7.  The  comptementary  genera1  system,  as  the  first  general  system, 
constitutes  an  Innovation  as  concerns  Its  philosophy  as  well  as  Its 
mechanisms.  After  a  few  years  of  operation  of  the  two  general 
systems,  It  wl  II  be  possible  to evaluate  their  own  effectiveness and 
the  cohesion  of  all  Community  rules  on  the  recognition  of 
occupa  t I  on a I  Qua I I f I  cat Ions.  Thus  the  Comm Iss I  on  Is  g I  v I  ng  I t se I f 
five  years  from  the  date  of· Implementation  of  the  complementary 
general  system  to make  this evaluation and  present  to  the  Council  as 
wei  I  as  the  European  Pari lament  and  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
a  communication  together  with  the  necessary  proposals  for  action. 
3.  It  Is  not  the  sole  cbject  of  the  proposal  for  a  Directive  to  ., 
Introduce  a  complementary  general  system  which  would  be  purely  and 
simply  a  replica  of  the  Initial  general  system  and  would  cover 
diplomas,  certificates  and  other  evidence  of  formal  Q.uallflcatlons 
attesting  to  courses  coming  wlthl·n  levels  1  and  2.  Its  broader  aim 
Is  to  enable  a  rapid  response  to  be  made  to  the  ~rlnclpal 
reQuirements  regarding  the  recognition of occupational  QUal lf·lcatlons 
not  yet  met  by  existing  provisions,  whether  In  the  Initial  general 
system or  In  specific Directives.  To  this end,  the  proposal  contains 
other  provisions applicable  In  the  following situations: 
A Member  State  which  makes  the  pursuit  of  an  occupational  activity 
subject  to  the  prior  completion  of  education  and  training  generally 
refers  to courses  provided on  the national  territory. - 9  -
Nationals are  thus  able  to obtain  the  qualifications required  for  the 
pursuit  of  the  activity  In  question.  However,  that  activity may  not 
be  r.egulated  In  another  Member  State;  In  that  case,  the 
qual lflcatlons  needed  to  pursue  such  activity  may  be  acquired either 
. at  a  stroke  through  prior  specific  training  or  gradually  through 
occupational  experience  In  pursuing  such  activity.  However,  although 
It  Is  apparent  that  for  a  number  of  decades  "self-training"  through 
the  pursuit  of  an  activity  has  tended  to  be  less  common  than  prior 
training,  It  nonetheless  retains  a  certain  significance  for 
occupational  activities  requiring  what  are  primarily  manual  ski Its. 
For  this  reason,  t~e  proposal  provides  for  procedures  for  the 
recognition  not  only  of  training  acquired  throug~  a  structured 
programme  but  also  self-training  acquired  through  the  pursuit  of  an 
occupational  activity.  The  object  of  this  latter  procedure  Is  to 
requIre  a  host  Member  State  whIch  makes  the  . pursuIt  of  an 
occupational  activity  dependent  on  completion  of  a  course  of  studies 
at  secondary  level  to recognize  under  certain conditions self tuition 
acquired  through  the  pursuit  of  the  same  activity  In  another 
Member  State which  does  not  regulate  lt. 
The  Initial  general  system,  like  most  of  the  specific  Directives, 
applies  to  the  pursuit  of  the  regulated  activities  both  In  a 
se I f-emp Joyed  capacIty  or  as  an  emp Joyed  person.  However.  some  of 
the  Directives,  adopted  before  1976,  facl I !tate  pursuit  of  an 
occupation  In  a  self-employed capacity only. 
-' - 10  -
A 1  though  the  pursuIt  of  these  actIvIt les  In  an  employed  capacIty 
Is  not  usually  regulated,  this  anomaly  should  be  removed  and  these 
Directives  amended  to enlarge  their  scope.  Accordingly,  alI  Community 
provisions  on  the  recognition  of  occupational  qualifications  will 
facilitate  the  pursuit  of  regulated  activities  both  as  an  employed 
person  and  In  a  self-employed capacity. - 11  -
Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on  a  second  general  system  for  the  recognition  of  professional 
educai~on and  training  whi~h complements  Directive  89/48/EEC 
The  Councl I  of  the  European  Communities, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
and  In  particular Articles 49,  57(1)  and  66  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the Commlsslon1, 
In  cooperation with  the  European  Pari lament2, 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  Economlc_and  Social  Commlttee3, 
Whereas,  pursuant  to  Article  8a  of  the  Treaty  the  Internal  market  shall 
comprise  an  area without  Internal  frontiers  and  pursuant  to Article 3(c) of 
the Treaty  the  abol ltlon,  as  between  Member  States,  of obstacles  to  freedom 
of  movement  for  persons  and  services  constitutes  one  of  the  objectives of 
the  Community;  whereas,  for. nationals  of  the  Member  States.  this  means  In 
particular  the  posslbl I lty  of  pursuing  an  occupation,  whether  In  a 
self-employed  or  employed  capacity,  In  a  Member  State  other  than  that  In 
which  they  acquired  their  professional  or  vocational  qual lflcatlons; 
Whereas,  for  those  occupations  for  the  pursuit  of  which  the  Community  has 
not  laid  down  the  necessary  minimum  level  of  qualification,  Member  States 
reserve  the  option  of  fixing  such  a  level  with  a  view  to  guaranteeing  the 
qual lty of  services provided  In  their  territory;  whereas,  however,  they  may 
not,  without  Infringing  their  obligations  laid  down  In  Articles 5,  48,  52 
and  59  of  the  Treaty,  require  a  national  o_f  a  Member  State  to obtain  those 
qualifications  which  In  general  they  determine  only  by  reference  to 
diplomas  Issued  under  their  own  national  education  systems,  where  the 
person  concerned  has  already  acquired  all  or  part  of  those  qualifications 
In  another  Member  State;  whereas,  as ·a  result,  any  host  Member  State  In 
which  an  occupation  Is  regulated  Is  required  to  take  account  of 
1  OJ  No  C 
2  OJ  No  C 
3  OJ  No  C - 12  -
qual lflcatlons  acquired  In  another  ~ember State  and  to  determine  whether  those 
qualifications  correspond  to  the  qualifications  which  the  Member  State  concerned 
requires~ 
Whereas  Coc..ncil  Directi.ve 89/48/EEC  of  21  December  1988  on  a  genera 1  system  for  the 
recognItIon  of  h lgher  educatIon  dIp  lomas  awarded  on  completIon  of 
professiooal education  and  training of  at  least  three  years'  duratlon1  helps  to  ensure 
that  these obi lgatlons are met.  but  Is  limited  to higher  education; 
Whereas  In order  to  facll ltate  the pursuit of all  those  occupational  activities which 
In  a  host  Member  State  are  dependent  on  the  completion  of  a  certain  level  of 
education  and  training.  a  second  general  system  should  be  Introduced  to  complement 
the  first; 
Whereas  this complementary  system must  cover  the  two  levels of education  and  training 
not  caught  by  the  Initial  general  system.  namely  secondary  . education  and 
post-secondary  courses  of  less  than'  three  years'  durat Jon  at  an  establishment  of 
higher  education or  another  establishment of similar  level; 
Whereas  the  complementary  general  system  must  be  based  on  the  same  principles  and 
contain mutatis mutandis  the  same  rules  as  the  Initial general  system; 
Whereas  since  It  covers  two  I eve Is  of  educatIon  and  traInIng . and  since  the 
Initial  general  system  covers  a  third  level.  the  complementary  general  system  must 
lay  down  whether  and  under  what  conditions  a  person  possessing  a  certain  level  of 
education  and  training  may  pursue.  In  another  Member  State.  an  occupation  the 
qualifications for  which  are  regulated  at  a  different  level. 
Whereas  since  It  covers  occupations  the  pursuit  of  which  Is  dependent  on  .the 
possession  of  professional  or  vocational  education  and  training  Qualifications  of 
secondary  level  and  generally  requires  manual  slcllls,  the  complementary  general 
system must  also provide  for  the  recognition of  such  qualifications even  If they  have 
been  acquired solely  through  occupational  experience  In  a  Member  State which  does  not 
regulate  such  occupations • 
.  1 OJ  No  L  19,  24.1.1989,  p.  16. I  :It 
1..1 
Whereas  In  addition  the  scope  of  a  number  of  previous  Directives  on  the  recognition 
of professional  and  vocational  qualifications should  be  extended  to cover  the pursuit 
of  regulated activities  In  both  ~n employed  and  a  self-employed capacity. 
I 
Whereas  the  complementary  general  system  Is  entirely  without  prejudice  to  the 
application of Article 48(4)  and  Article 55  of  the Treaty; 
Whereas,  like  the  Initial  system, such  a  system.  by  strengthening  the -r-Ight  of  a 
Community  national  to  use  his .occupational  skills  In  any  Member  State,  supplements 
and  reinforces his right  to acquire such  skills wherever  he  wishes; 
Whereas  the  two  systems should be  evaluated.  after being  In  force.for  a  certain  tl~e. 
in o·rder  to  d~termine how  efficfe_ntly they operate and  in particular  how  they  can  both 
be -improved, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE: - 14  -
.. 
Article 1 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive  the  following  def-Initions. 
shall  apply: 
(a)  diploma:  any  diploma.  certificate  or  other  evidence  of 
formal  qualifications  or  any  set  of  such  diplomas. 
certificates or other evidence: 
-which  has  been  awarded  by  a  competent  authority  In  a 
Member  State.  designated  In  accordance  with  Its own  laws. 
regulations or administrative provisions; 
-which  shows  that  the  holder  has  successfully  completed  a 
post-secondary  course  of  less  than  three  years•  duratIon 
- or  of  equivalent  duration  on  a  part-time  basis.  at  a 
university  or  establishment  of  higher  educat lon  or 
another  establishment  of  similar  level  and,  where 
appropriate.  that  he  has  successfully  completed  the 
professional  training  required  In  addition  to  the 
post-secondary course.  and 
-which  shows  that  the  holder  has  the  professional 
qualifications  required  for  the  taking up  or  pursuit  of  a 
regulated  pro~esslon In  that Member  State. 
provided  that  the  education  and  training  attested  by  the 
diploma.  certificate  or  other  evidence  of  formal 
quaiiUcatlons  were  received  mainly  In  the  COmmunity.  or  the 
holder  thereof  has  three  years•  professional  experience 
certified by  the  Member  State which  recognized  a  third-country 
diploma.  certificate  or  other  evidence  of  formal 
qualifications. 
The  following  shall  be  treated  In  the  same  way  as  a  diploma. 
within  the  meaning  of  the  first  subparagraph:  any  diploma. 
certificate or other  evidence  of  formal  qualifications or  any 
set of such  diplomas.  certificates or other evidence awarded  by 
a  competent  authority  In  a  Member  State  If  It  Is awarded  on  the 
successful  completion of education and  training received  In  the 
Community  and  recognized  by  a  competent  authority  In  that 
,.  Member  State as being of  an  equivalent  level  and  If  It  confers 
the  same  rights  In  respect  of  the  taking  up  and  pursuit  of  a 
regulated profession  In  that Member  State; - 15  -
(b)  certificate:  any  diploma.  certificate or  other  evidence  of 
formal  qualifications  or  any  set  of  such  diplomas. 
certificates or other evidence: 
- which  has  been  awarded  by  a  competent  author lty  In  a 
Member  State.  designated  In  accordance  with  Its own  laws. 
regulations or administrative provisions; 
-which  shows  that  the  holder  has  successfully  completed  a 
course  of  secondary  stud les  In  a  genera I  education  or 
vocational  training establishment.  and 
- which  shows  that  the  holder  has  the  professional 
quallf·lcatlons  required  for  the  taking up  or  pursuit of  a 
regulated profession  In  that Member  State. 
provided  that  the  education  and  training  attested  by  the 
diploma.  certificate or other evidence of  formal  qualifications 
were  received  mainly  In  the  Connunlty.  or  the  holder·  thereof 
has  two  years•  1professlonal  exper lence  cart If  led  by  the  Member 
State which  recognized  a  third-country  diploma.  certificate or 
other evidence of  formal  qualifications. 
The  following  shall  be  treated  In  the  same  way  as  a 
certificate.  within  the  meaning  of  the  first  subparagraph: 
any  diploma.  certificate  or  other  evidence  of  formal 
qualifications  or  any  set  of  such  diplomas.  certificates  or 
other  ev ldence  awarded  by  a  competent  authorIty  In  a  Member 
State  If  It  Is  awarded  on  the  successful  completion  of 
education and  training received  In  the COmmunity  and  recognized 
by  a  competent  authorIty  In  that  Member  State  as  be lng  of  an 
equivalent  level  and  If  It  confers  the  same  rights  In  respect 
of  the  taking up  and  pursuit of  a  regulated  profession  In  that 
Member  State; - 16  -
(c)  host  Member  State:  any  Member  State  In  which  a  national  of 
a  Member  State  applies  to  pursue  a  profession  subject  to 
regulatIon  In  that  Member  State.  other  than  the  State  In 
which  he  obtained  his  diploma  or  certificate  or  first 
pursued  the profession  In  question; 
(d)  a  regulated profession:  the regulated professional  activity 
or  range of activities which  constitute this profession  In  a 
Member  State; - 17  -
(e)  regulated  professional  activity:  a  professional  activity. 
In  so  far  as  the  taking  up  or  pursuit  of  such  activity or 
one  of  Its  modes  of  pursuit  In  a  Uember  State  Is  subject. 
directly  or  Indirectly  by  virtue  of  laws.  regulations  or 
administrative provisions.  to the possession of a  diploma  or 
cert If lcate.  The  following  In  part lcular  shall  constItute 
a  mode  of pursuit of a  regulated professional  activity: 
-pursuit of  an  activity under  a  professional  title.  In  so 
far  as  the use  of such  a  title  Is  reserved  to  the  holders 
of  a  diploma  or certificate governed  by  laws.  regulations 
or administrative provisions. 
-pursuit of  a  professional  activity relating  to health.  In 
· so  far  as  remuneratIon  and/or  re lmbursement  for  such  an 
activity  Is  subject  by  virtue of  national  social  security 
arrangements  to the possession of a  diploma. 
Where  the  first  subparagraph  does  not  apply.  a  professional 
activity  shall  be  deemed  to  be  a  regulated  professional 
activity  If  lt.  Is  pursued  by  the  members  of  an  association or 
organization the purpose  of which  Is.  In  particular.  to promote 
and  maintain  a  high  standard  In  the  professional  field 
concerned  and  which.  to achieve  that  purpose.  Is  recognized  In 
a  special  form  by  a  Member  State and: 
- awards  a  dlplom• to  Its members. 
- ensures that  Its members  respect  the rules of professional 
conduct  which  It prescribes. and 
-confers  on  them  the  right  to  use  a  title or  designatory 
letters. or to benefit from  a  status corresponding to that 
diploma. 
. 
Whenever  a  Member  State grants  the  recognition  referred  to  In 
the second  subparagraph  to an  association or organization which 
satisfies the conditions of  that  subparagraph.  It shall  Inform 
the COmmission  thereof. which  shall  publish this  Information  In 
the Official  Journal  of  the European  COnrnunltles; - 18  -
(f)  professional  experience:  the  actual  and  lawful  pursuit  of 
the profession concerned  In  a  Member  State; 
(g)  adaptation period:  the pursuit of a  regulated profession  In 
the·  host  Member  State  under  the  responsibility  of  a 
qualified  member  of  that  profession,  such  period  of 
supervised  practIce  possibly  being  accompanied  by  further 
training.  This  period  of  supervised  practice  shall  be  the 
subject  of  an  assessment.  The  detailed  rules governing  the 
adaptation  period  and  Its  assessment  as  well  as  the  status 
of  a  migrant  person under  supervision shall  be  laid  down  by. 
the competent  authority  In  the host Member  State; - 19  -
(h)  aptitude test:  a  test  limited to the professional  ki1C)wledge 
of  the  applicant,  made  by  the  competent  authorities  of  the 
_ ... host  Member,  State  with  the.  aim of  assessing. the  ability of 
.,  ~he.  _applicant.  to  _pursue  a  regul.ated · professl_on  ..  ln  that 
·  ·Member ,state: .  ·  ·  ·  ,, 
ln..  orde.r  .  ~o- permit  th_l_s  test  to  be  carr  l~d  out.  the 
competent  author It  les  st'!a II . draw  ..  up  a  list  of  subjects 
'  '  0  0  •  •,  A  '  ~  '  ~  ~  '  - •  • 
which,  on  ..  ·.the  basis  of .. a. comp~rlson of  the  edu,catlon  and 
·training .required  In  the  Member  State  and  that· received  by 
the  applicant,  are  not  covered  by  the  diploma,.certlflcate 
or  other  evidence of  formal  qualifications possessed  by  the 
app II  cant. 
The  apt 1  tude  test  must  take  account  of  the  fact  that  the 
applicant  Is a  qualified professional  In the Member  State of 
origin  or  the  Member  State  from  which  he  comes.  It shall 
cover  subjects  to  be  selected  from  those  on  t~e  list, 
knowledge  of  which  Is  essent Ia  I  In  order  to  be  able  to 
exercise  the  profession  In  the  host  Member  State.  The  test 
may  also  Include  knowledge  of  the  professional  rules 
applicable  to  the  activities .In  question  In  the  host 
Member  State.  The  .detailed application of the aptitude test 
sha II  be  determined  by  the  competent  author It  les  of  that 
State with due  regard  to the  rules of Community  law. 
The  status,  In  the  host  Member  State.  of  the  appllca~t who 
wl shes  to  prepare  h lmse If  for  the  apt I tude  test  In  that 
State  shall  be  determined  by  the  competent  author It  les  In 
that  State. - 20  -
Article 2 
This  Directive  shall  apply  to  any  national  of  a  Member  State 
wishing  to pursue  a  regulated  profession  In  a  host  Member  State 
In a  self-employed capacity or as  an .-ployed  person~ 
This  Direct lve  shall  not  apply  to  professions  which  are  the 
subJect of a  separate Directive establishing arrangements  for  the 
autual  recognlt lon  of  diplomas  by  u.ber  States.  nor  to 
activities covered by a  Directive  listed  In Annex  A. 141 
- 21  -
Article 3 
Where,  In  a  host-·. Member  State,  ttle  talclng  up· or  pursuit  of  a 
regul·ated  profession  Is  subject  to  possession  of  a·  diploma,  as 
defined  ·In  this,  Directive  or  In'  Directive- 89/48/EEC,  the 
competent  authorIty  may  not, · ·on  the  grounds  of  Inadequate 
qualifications,  refuse  to authorize  a  national  of  a  Member  State 
to  take  up  or  pursue  that  profess  I on  on  the  same  condItIons  as 
apply  to  Its own·natlonals: 
(a)  If  the  applicant. holds  the  diploma,  as  defined  In  this. 
·Directive  or  In  Directive  89/48/EEC,  required  In  another 
Member  State  for  the  talclng  up  or  pursuit  of  the  profession 
In  question.  In  Its  territory;  such  dlpiOnia  having  been 
awarded  In  a  Member  State;  or' - 22  -
(b)  If  the  applicant  has  pursued  the  profession  In  question 
full-tIme  for  two  years  dur lng  the  prev lous  ten  years  In 
another  Member  State  which  does  not  regulate  that 
profession,  within the meaning of Article 1(c) and  the first 
subparagraph  of Article 1(d),  and  possesses  evidence  of  one 
or more  formal.quallflcatlons: 
- whIch  have  been.  awarded  by  a  competent  authorIty  In  a 
Member  State,  designated  In  accordance  with  the  laws, 
regulations or administrative provisions of that State, 
-which  show  that  the  holder  has  successfully  completed  a 
part-tIme  or  full-t  lme  post-secondary  course  at  a 
university or  establishment of higher education or  another 
establishment  of  similar  level  In  a  Member  State  and, 
where  appropriate,  that  he  has  successfully  completed  the 
professional  training  required  In  addition  to 
post-secondary studies,  and 
-which  have  prepared  the  holder  for  the  pursuit  of  his 
profession. 
The  following shall  be  treated  In  the  same  way  as  the evidence of 
formal  qualifications referred to  In the first subparagraph:  any 
forma  I  qua II  f I cat Ions  or  any  set  of  such  forma I  qua I If  I cat Ions 
awarded  by  .a  competent  authorIty  In  a  Member  State  If  It  Is 
awarded  on  the  successful  completion  of  educat lon  and  training 
received  In  the  Community  and  Is  recognized  by  that  Member· State 
as  being of  an  equivalent  level,  provided  that  the  other  Member 
States and  the Commission  have  been notlfled·of this recognition. - 23  -
Article 4 
1.  Notwl thstandlng  Art lc le 3,  the  host  Member  State  may  also 
require the applicant: 
(a)  to  provide  evidence of  professional  experience.  where  the 
duration of  the  education  and  training  adduced  In  support 
of  his application.  as  laid  down  In  Article 3(a)  and  (b). 
Is  at  least  one  year  less  than  that  required  In  th$  host 
Member  State.  In  this  event.  the  period  of  professional 
experience required: 
_:-may  not  exceed  twice  the  shortfal-l  In  duration  of 
education  and  training  where  the  shortfall  relates  to 
post-secondary  studies  and/or  to  a  period  of 
probationary practice carried out under  the control of a 
supervising  professional  person  and  ending  with  an 
examination. 
,- may  not exceed  the shortfa II  where  the short  fa II  reI ates 
to professional  practice acquired with  the assistance of 
a  qualified member  of  the profession concerned. 
· In  th·e  case:  of  dip lomas  '  wl thIn  the  ·mean lng  of  the  last 
subparagraph  of  Art lc le 1(a).  the  duratIon  of . educatIon  and 
traInIng  recognIzed  as  beIng.  of  an  equ 1  valent  I  eve 1  sha 1  1  be 
determined-as  for  the education and·  training defined  In  the_ first 
subparagraph of Article 1(a). 
When  applying  these  provisions.  account  IIIUSt  be  tak:eri · of  the 
professional  experience referred to  In  Article 3(b). 
At  all  events.  the  professional  experience  required  may  not 
exceed four  years; - 24  .,.. 
(b)  to  complete  an  adaptation  period  not  exceeding  .three  years 
or  take an  aptitude test: 
.. 
-where  the matters covered  by  the education and ,training he 
has  received  as  laid  down  In  Article 3(a)  and  (b)  differ 
s.ubstantlally  from  those  . covered  by  the  diploma.  as 
defined  In  this  Directive  or  In  Directive'  89/48/EEC • 
. required  In  the host  Member  State. or 
-where~  In  the  ca~e  referred  to  In  Article 3(a).  the 
profession  regulated  In  the  host  Uember  State  comprises 
one or more  regulated professional  activities which  do  not 
form  par.t  of  the .profession regulated. In  the  Uember  State 
from  which  the  applicant  originates  or  comes  and  that 
difference .corresponds  to specific education .and  training 
requ  1  re.d  In .  the host  Member  State and  covers matters whIch 
differ substantially  from  those  covered-by  the  dlplom~ as 
defined  In  this  Directive  or  In  Directive.  89/48/EEC. 
adduced  by  the applicant. or 
.· 
-where.  In  the . case  referred  to  In  Article 3(b).  the 
profess  !on  regulated  In  the  host  Member  State  compr lses 
one  or more  regulated professional  activities which  do  not 
form  part  of  the  profession  pursued  by  the  applicant  In 
the  Member  S~ate .from  which  he  originates  or  comes.  and 
that  difference  corresponds  to  specific  education  and 
training  required  In  the  host  Member  State. and  ~overs 
matters  which  differ  substantially  from  thos,e  covered  by 
the  evidence  of  formal  qualifications  addu~ed  by  the 
app II cant. 
'  Should  the  host  Member  State  make  use  of  this  possibilitY.  It 
must  give  the applicant the  right  to choose  between  an  adaptation 
period  and  an  aptitude  test.  Where  the  host  Uember  State.  which 
requires  a  diploma  as defined  In  Directive 89/84/EEC.  Intends  to 
Introduce  derogations  as  regards  an  applicant's  right  to  choose. 
the  procedure  laid down  In  Article 15  shall  apply. 
2.  However.the  host Member  State may  not  apply  the  provisions 
of paragraph  1(a)  and  (b)  cumulatively. - 25  -
Ar-t lela 5 
Where,  In  the.  host  Member  State.  the  taking  up  or  pursuit  of  a 
regulated  profession  Is. subject  to  possession  of  a  certificate, 
the  competent  authorIty  may  not.  on  the  grounds- of  Inadequate 
qualifications,  r:efuse  to  authorize  a  n~tlonal of  a  Member  state 
to  take  up  or  pursue  that  profess  I on  on  the  same  condItIons  as 
apply  to  Its own  nationals: 
(a)  If  the  applicant  holds  the  diploma,  as  def !ned  In  this 
dIrect  lve _ or  the  dl rect lve  89/48/EEC.  or  the  certf  f lcate 
required  In  another  Member  ·state  for  the  taking  up  or 
pursuit of the profession  In question  In  Its territory,  such 
diploma  or  certificate  having  been  awar~d  In  a  Member 
State;  or 
(b)  If  the  applicant  has_ pursued  the  profession  In  question 
fu  1  1-t  I me  for  two  years  durIng  the  prevIous  ten  years  In 
another  Member  State  which  does  not  regulate  that 
profession, within  the meaning of Article 1(d)  and  the first 
subparagraph  of  Art lela He>.  an_d  possess·es  evidence of one 
or more  formal  qualifications: 
-which  have  been  awarded  by  a  cOmpetent  authority  In  a 
Member  State,  designated  In  accordance  with  the  laws, 
regulations  or  administrative  provisions  of  that  State. 
and 
-which  show  that  the  -holder  has  succesfully  completed  a 
post-secondary  course  at  a  unIversIty or  estab  I I shment  of 
higher education or  another  establishment of similar  level 
of  a  Member  State  and,  where  appropr late,  that  he  has 
successfully  completed  the  professi-onal  training  required 
In  addition  to  the  post-secondary  course  or  which  show 
that  the  holder  has  successfully  completed  a  part...:.tlme  or 
full-time  course  of  secondary  studies  In  a  general 
education  or  vocational  training establishment.  and 
-which  have  prepared  the  holder  for  the  pursuit  of  the 
profession  In question. 
The  following shall  be  treated  In  the  same  way  as  the  evidence 
of formal  qualifications referred  to  In  the first subparagraph: 
any  formal  qualifications  or  any  set  of  such  formal 
qualifications  awarded  by  a  competent  authority  In  a  Member 
State  If  It  Is  awarded  on  the  successful  completion  of 
education  and  training  received  In  the  Community  and  Is 
recognized  by  that  Member  State  as  being  of  an  equivalent 
level,  provided  that  the other  Member  States and  the Commission 
have  been notified of this recognition. - 26  -
Article 6 
Without  preJudice  to Article s.  a  host  Uember  State  may  require 
the  applicant  to complete  an  adaptation period not  exceeding  two 
years  maxlmu.'ft  when  the  training  he  received  In  accordance  with 
Article 5(a)  or  (b)  relates to matters  that  differ  substantially 
from  those  covered  In  the  course  leading  to  the  cart  1  f I  cats 
required  In  the host Member  State. 
Article 7 
Where.  In  the  host  Member  State.  the  taking  up  or  pursuit  of  a 
regulated  profession  or  Its  exsrclce  Is  subject  only  to 
possess I  on  of  general  knowledge  of  prImary  or  secondary  school 
level,  the  competent  authority  may  not.  on  the  grounds  of 
Inadequate  qualifications.  refuse  to  authorize  a  national  of  a 
Member  State  to  take  up  or  pursue  that  profession  on  the  same 
conditions as apply  to  Its own  nationals.  If  the applicant  has  a 
training  certificate of  the  correspondant  level.  which  has  been 
awarded  In  another  Member  State  and  wh lch  gives  access· In  that 
Member  State to secondary school  of higher  education  level •  . 
This  training certificate must  have  been  awarded  by  a  competent 
auth:or lty  In  that Member  State. designated  In  accordance  wl th  1  ts 
own  laws.  regulations or administrative provisions. - 27  -
Article a 
Where,  In  the  host  Member  State,  the  taking  up  or  pursuit  of  a 
regulated  profession or  Its exercise  Is  subJect  to possession of 
a  vocat lona I  training  certl  f lcate,  the  competent  author tty  may 
not.  on  the  grounds  of  Inadequate  qua II f I  cat Ions,  refuse  to 
authorize a  national  of a  Member  State  to take  up or  pursue  that 
profession on  the same  conditions as apply  to  Its own  nationals: 
(a)  If  the applicant who  does  not  hold a  diploma,  certificate or 
other  evidence  of  formal  qualifications  has  pursued  the 
profession  In  question full-time for  three consecutive years 
during  the  previous  ten years  In  another  Member  State which 
does  not  regulate  that  profession  within  the  meaning  of 
Article 1(d)  and  the first subparagraph of Article 1(e), and 
(b)  ·If  the  applicant  has  undergone  an  adaptation  period  not 
exceeding  two  years maximum. - 28  -
Article 9 
. Where.  In  a  host  Member  State.  the  taking  up  or  pursuit  of  a 
reguiated  profession  Is  subject  to  possession  of  a  diploma.  the 
competent  authority  may  not.  on  the  grounds  of  Inadequate 
qualifications.  refuse  to authorize  a  national  of  a  Uember  State 
to  take  up  or  pursue  that  profession  on  the  same  conditions  as 
apply to  Its own  nationals: 
(a)  If  the  applicant  holds  the  certificate  required  In  another 
Uember  State  for  the  taking up  or  pursuit of  the  profession 
In  question  In  Its  territory.  such  diploma  having  been 
awarded  In a  Uember  State;  or 
If  the.  appl!c.ant  has  pursued  the  profession  ·In  question 
full-time  for  two  years  during  the  previous  ten  years  In 
another  Uember  State  which  does.  not  regulate  that 
profession.  within the meaning of Article 1(d)  and  the first 
subparagraph  of Article 1(e).  and  possesses  evidence of  one 
or more  formal  qualifications: 
- whIch  have  been  awarded  by  a  competent  authorIty  In  a 
Member  State.  designated  In  accordance  with  the  laws. 
regulations or  administrative provisions of that State. 
-which  show  that  the  holder  has  successfully  completed  a 
course  of  secondary  studies  In  a  general  educat lon  or 
vocational  training establishment.  which  have  prepared  the 
holder  for  the pursuit of his profession. 
(b)  and  If the  applicant  has  completed  an  adaptation period  not 
exceed lng  three  years  max I  mum  or  has  taken  the  apt 1  tude 
test.  The  host  Uember  State  must  give  the  applicant  the 
right  to choose  between  an  adaptation period and  an  aptitude 
test. - 29  ·-
Article 10 
Without  preJudice  to  Articles 3  to 9.·  a  host  Member  State  may 
allow  the  applicant.  with ·a  view  to· Improving  his possibilities 
of  adapting  to  the  professional  envlrOIWent  In  that  State.  to 
undergo  there.  on  the  basis  of  equivalence.  that  part  of  his 
professional -edUcation and  training represented by a  professional 
practice  •. acquired  with  the  assistance of  a  qualified  member  of 
the  profession  concerned.  which  he  has  not  undergone  In  his 
u.ber  State ·of· or  I gin  or  the  u.ber  State  fr011  which  he·  has 
come. - 30  -
Article 11 
1.  Where  the  competent  authority  of  a  host  Member  State 
requires  of  persons  wishing_  to  take  up  a  regulated  profession 
proof  that  they are of good  character or  repute or  that  they  have 
not  been  declared  bankrupt,  or  suspends  or  prohibits  the  pursuit 
of  that  profession  In  the  event  of  serious  professional 
mlsconduc~  or .a  criminal  offence,_  that  State  shall  accept  as 
sufficient  evidence,  In  respect  of  nationals  of  Member  States 
wishing  to  pursue  _that  profession  In  Its.  territory,  the 
production  of  documents  Issued  by  competent  authorities  In  the 
Member  State of origin or  the Member  State from  which  the foreign 
national  comes  showing  that  those  requirements are met. 
Where  the  competent  authorities of  the Member  State of origin or 
of  the Member  State  from  which  the  foreign  national  comes  do  not 
Issue  the  documents  referred  to  In  the  first  subparagraph,  such 
documents  shall  be  replaced  by  a  declarat lon  on  oath - or,  In 
States where  there  Is  no  provision  for  declaration on  oath,  by  a 
solemn  declaration - made  by  the  person  concerned  before  a 
competent  Judicial  or  admlnlstrat Iva  author lty  or,  where 
appropriate,  a  notary  or  qualified  professional  body  of  the 
Member  State of origin or  the  Member  State  from  which  the  person 
comes;  such  authority  or  notary  shall  Issue  a  certificate 
attesting  the  authenticity of  the  declaration  on  oath  or  solemn 
declaration. 
2.  Where  the . competent  authorIty  of  the  host  Member  State 
requires of nationals of  that  Member  State wishing  to  take  up  or 
pursue a  regulated profession a  certificate of physical  or mental 
health,  that  authority  shall  accept  as  sufficient  evidence  In 
this  respect  the  production  of  the  document  required  In  the 
Member  State of origin or  the Member  State from  which  the foreign 
national  comes. 
Where  the  Member  State of origin or  the  Member  State  from  which 
the  foreign  nat lonal  comes  does  not  Impose  any  requirements  of 
this nature on  those wishing  to take up  or  pursue  the  profession 
In  question,  the  host  Member  State  shall  accept  from  such 
nationals  a  certificate  Issued  by  a  competent  authority  In  that 
State corresponding to the certificates  Issued  In  the host  Member 
State.  · 
3.  The  competent  authorities of host Member  States  may  require 
that  the  document~ and  certificates  referred  to  In  paragraphs 1 
and  2  are presented no  more  than  three months  after their date of 
Issue. - 31  -
4.  Where  the  competent  authority  of  a  host  Member  State 
requires  nationals  of  that  Member  State  wishing  to  take  up  or 
pursue  a  regulated  profession  to  take  an  oath  or  make  a  solemn 
declaration and  where  the  form  of such  oath or declaration cannot 
be  used  by  nationals of other  Member  States.  that authority shall 
ensure  that  an  appropriate  and  equivalent  form  of  oath  or 
declaration  Is offered to the person concerned. - 32  -
Article 12 
1.  The  competent  authorities  of  host  Member  States  shall 
recognize  the  right of  nationals of Member  States who  fulfil  the 
conditions  for  the  taking  up  and  pursuit  of ·a  regulated 
profession  In  their  territory  to  use  the  professional  title of 
the host  Member  State corresponding  to that profession. 
2.  The  competent  authorities  of  host  Member  States  shall 
recognize  the  right of nationals of Member  States who  fulfil  the 
conditions  for  the  taking  up  and  pursuit  of  a  regulated 
profession  In  the  territory  to  use  their  lawful  academic  title 
and,  where  appropr late,  the  abbreviation  thereof  der lvlng  from 
their  Member  State of origin or  the Member  State from  which -they 
come,  In  the  language  of  that  State.  Host  Member  States  may 
require th!s title to be  followed  by  the name  and  location of  the 
establishment or examining  board which  awarded  lt. 
3.  Where  a  profession  Is  regulated  In  the  host  Member  State by 
an  association  or  organization  referred  to  In  Article 1(e). 
nationals  of  Member  States  shall  be  entitled  to  use  the 
professional  title  or  designatory  letters  conferred  by  that 
organization or association only on  proof of  membership~ 
Where  the association or organization makes  membership  subject  to 
certain  qualification  requirements.  It  may  apply  these  to 
nationals of other  Member  States who  are  In  possession either of 
a  diploma  within  the  meaning  of  Article 1(a)  or  a  certificate 
within  the  meaning  of  Article 1(b)  or  a  formal  qualification 
within  the  meaning  of  Article 3(b).  Article  7  or  Article 9(a) 
only  In  accordance with  this Directive.  In  particular Articles 3 • 
.c  and  9. - 33  -
Article 13 
1.  The  host  Member  State  shall  accept  as  proof  that  the 
conditions  laid  down  In  Articles 3  to 9  are  satisfied  the 
certificates and  documents  Issued  by  the competent  authorities  In 
the  Member  States.  which  the  person  concerned  shall  subllllt  In 
support of his application to.  pursue  the profession concerned. 
2.  The  procedure  for  examining  an  application  to  pursue  a 
regulated  profession  shall  be  completed  as  soon  as  possible  and 
the outcome  communicated  In  a  reasoned  decision of  the  competent 
author tty  In  the  host  Member  State  not  later  than  four  months 
after  presentation  of  all  the  documents  relating  to  the  person 
concerned.  A remedy  shall  be  available against  this decision,  or 
the  absence  thereof.  before  a  court  or · tr  1  buna I  1  n  accordance 
wl~h the provisions of national  law. - 34  -
Article 14 
1.  Member  States  shall  designate.  within  the  period  provided 
for  In  Article 18.  the competent  authorities empowered  to receive 
the  appl·lcatlons  and  take  the  decisions  referred  to  In  this 
Directive.  They  shall  communicate  this  Information  to  the other 
Member  States and.to the Commission. 
2.  The  person  responsible  for  coordlna.tlon  appointed  by  each 
Member  State  In  accordance  with  Article 9(2)  of  Directive 
89/48/EEC  shall  also  be  responsible  for  promoting  uniform 
application of this Directive to all  the professions concerned. 
The  coordinating  group  set  up  under  this  same  Article  of 
Directive 89/48/EEC  shall  also be  required 
-to facilitate the  Implementation of  this Directive. 
- to  collect  a II  useful  lnformat I  on  for  Its  app II cat Iori  In  the 
Member  States. 
The  group  may  be  consulted  by  the  Commission  on  any  changes  to 
the existing system  that may  be  contemplated. 
3.  The  Member  States  shall  take  measures  to  provide  the 
necessary  Information  on  the  recognition  of  diplomas  and 
certificates within the  framework  of this Directive.  They  may  be 
assisted  In  this  task  by  the  Information  centre  on  the  academic 
recognition  of  diplomas  and  periods  of  study  established  by  the 
Member  States  within  the  framework  of  the  Resolution  of  the 
COUncil  and  the Ministers of Education meeting within the council 
of  9  February  1976.1  and.  where  appropriate.  the  relevant 
professional  associations or organizations.  The  Commission  shall 
take  the  necessary  Initiatives  to  ensure  the  development  and 
coordination of  the communication of the necessary  Information. 
1  OJ  No  C  38.  19.2.1976,  p.1. - 35  -
Article 15 
1..  If;  pursuant··  to·  the  second  sentence  of  · the  second 
subparagraph  of  Article 4(1)(b).  or  the·  second  sentence  of 
·ArtIcle 9(b).  a  Membe.r  State proposes not  to grant app II cants the 
right  to·choose between  an  adaptation period and  an  aptitude test 
In  respect  of  a  profession within  the meaning  of  this Directive, 
It  shall  lnmedlately  conmunlcate  to  the  Cormtlsslon  the 
corresponding draft  provision.  It  shall  at  the  same  time  notify 
the  Commission  of  the  grounds  which  make  the  enactment  of  such  a 
provision necessary. 
The  Cormtlsslon  shall  lnmedlately  notify  the  other  Member  States 
of  any  draft  It  has  received:  It  may  also  consult  the 
coordinating group  referred to  In  Article 14(2) on  the draft. 
2.  Without  preJudice  to  the  possibility  for  the  Cormtlsslon  and 
the  other  Member  States  of  mak lng  conments  on  the  draft.  the 
Member  State  may  adopt  the  provision  only  If  the  Commission  has 
not  taken  a  decision to the contrary within three months. 
3.  At  the  request  of  a  Member  State  or  the  Commission.  Member 
States  shall  conmunlcate  to  them.  without  delay.  the  definitive 
text  of  any  provision  arising  from  the  application  of  this 
Article. - 36 -
Article 16 
The  Directives  listed  In  Annex  B  shall  also  apply  to  the 
nat lonals  of  Member  States  who.  pursuant  to  COUncil  RegulatIon 
(EEC)  No·1612/681.  wish  to  pursue  the  activities  covered  by 
these Directives as paid employees. 
1  OJ  No  L  257,  19.10.1968,  p.  2. - 37 -
Article 17 
Following  the  exp lry of· the  per lod  provided  for  In  Art lcle 18. 
Member  States  shall  COIIIRWllcate  to  the  Commission.  every  two 
years.  a  report on  the application of  the system  Introduced. 
In  addition  to  general  remarks.  this  report  shall  contain  a 
statistical  summary  of  the  decisions  taken  and  a  description of 
the main  problems·arlslng from  application of  the Directive. - 38 -
Article 18 
Member  States  shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to  comply  with 
this  Directive  by  1  July  1991  at  the  latest.  They  shall 
forthwith·  Inform  the Commission  thereof. 
The  provisions adopted  pursuant  to the first paragraph shall  make 
express reference to this Directive. 
Member  States  shall  communicate  to  the  Commission  the  texts  of 
the main  provisions of national  law  which  they  adopt  In  the field 
governed  by  this Directive. I 
l 
~. 
t 
- 39  -
Article 19 
Five  years  at  the  latest  following  the  date  specified  In 
Artlcle18.  the  Convnlsslon  shall  report  to  the  European 
Parliament  and  the  Council  on  the  state of  application  of  this 
Directive. 
After  conducting  all  necessary  consultations.  the  Commission 
shall  present  Its· conclusions  as  to any  changes  that  need  to  be 
made  to  this  Directive.  At  the  same  time  the  Convnlsslon  shall. 
where  appropriate.  submit  proposals  for  ·Improving  the  ex 1st lng 
rules  In  the  Interests of facilitating freedom  of movement.  right 
of establishment and  freedom  to provide services. - 40  .,.. 
Article 20 
This Directive  Is addressed to the Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels,  For  the  CouncH 
Annex  A List  of  the  Directives  referred  to  In  the  second  paragraph  of 
Article 2 
Annex  B List of  the directives referred to  In  Article 16 - 41  -
A  N"N  E  X  A 
List of  the directives referred to  In  the second  paragraph 
of Article 2 
1)  64/429/EEc1 
Council  Directive  of  7  July  1964,  concerning  the  attainment  of 
freedom  of  establishment  and  freedom  to provide services  In  respect 
of  activities  of  self~employed  persons  In  manufacturing  and 
processing  Industries  falling  within  ISIC  Major  Groups  23-40 
(Industry and  small  craft  Industries) 
64/427/EEC2 
Council  Directive  of  7  July  1964,  laying  down  detal led  provisions 
concerning  transitional  measures  In  respect  of  activities of  self-
employed  persons  In  manufacturing  and  processing  Industries  falling 
within  ISIC  Major  Groups  23-40  (Industry  and  small  craft 
Industries) 
2)  68/365/EEC3 
Councl I  Directive of  15  October  1968,  concerning  the  attainment  of 
freedom  of establishment  and  freedom  to provide services  In  respect 
of  activities  of  self-employed  persons  In  the  food  manufacturing 
. and  beverage  Industries  (ISIC Major  Groups  20  and  21) 
68/366/EEc:4 
Councl I  Directive  of  15  October  1968,  laying  down  detailed 
prov Is l'ons  concernIng  transIt I  on a I  measures  In  respect  of 
activities  of  self-employed  persons  In  the  food  manufacturing  and 
beverage  Industries  (ISIC Major  Groups  20  and  21) 
1  OJ  .t:lo  117,  23.7 .1964,  p.  1880. · 
2  OJ  No  117  du  23.7.64,  p.  1.86~.  Amended  by  Directive  of  4  March 
1969  (69/77/EEC),  OJ  No  059, ·  10.3.1969. 
3  OJ  No  L 260,  22.10.68,  p.  9. 
4  OJ  No  L 260  of  22.10.68,  p.  12. - 42  -
3)  64/223/EEc5 
Councl I  Directive of  25  February  1964.  concerning  the  attainment  of 
freedom  of  establ lshment  and  freedom  to provide services  In  respect 
of activities  In  wholesale  trade 
64/224/EEcG 
Councl I  Directive of  25  February  1964.  concerning  the  attainment of 
freedom  of establ lshment  and  freedom  to provide services  In  respect 
of  activities  of  Intermediaries  In  commerce.  Industry  and  small 
craft  Industries. 
64/222/EEC7 
Councl I  Directive  of  25  February  1964.  laying  down  detal led 
provisions  concerning  transitional  measures  In  respect  of 
activities  In  wholesale  trade  and  activities  of  Intermediaries  In 
commerce.  Industry  and  small  craft  Industries 
4)  68/363/EEc8 
Council  Directive of  15  October  1968.  concerning  the  attainment  of 
freedom  of  establishment  and  freedom 'to provide services  In  respect 
of  activities  of  self-employed  persons  In  retail  trade  (ISIC  ex 
Group  612) 
68/364/EEC9 
Councl I  Directive  of  15  October  1968.  laying  down  detal led 
provisions  concerning  transitional  measures  In  respect  of 
activities of  self-employed  persons  In  retal I  trade  (ISIC  ex  Group 
612) 
5)  70/522/EEc10 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Councl I  directive of  30  November  1970.  concerning  the  attainment of 
freedom  to  provide  services  In  respect  of  activities  of  self-
amp loyed  persons  In  the  wholesale  coa I  trade  and  actIvitIes  of 
Intermediaries  In  the  coal  trade  (ISIC  EX  Group  6112) 
OJ  No  56.  4.4.64.  p.  863. 
OJ  No  56.  4.4.64.  p .  869. 
... 
OJ  No  56.  4.4.64.  p.  857. 
OJ  No  L  260.  22.10.68.  p.  1. 
OJ  No  L  260.  22 .10.68.  p.  6. 
OJ  No  L  267.  10.12.  70.  p.  14. -43 -
70/523/EEc11 
Counc I t·  DIrectIve  of  30  November  1970.  I  ay lng  down  deta I led 
provisions  concerning  ·  transitional  measures  In  respect  of 
activities of  Intermediaries  In  the  coal  trade  (ISIC  ex  Group  6112) 
6)  74/557/EEc12 
Council  Directive  of  4  June  1974,  on  the  attainment  of  freedom  of 
establ lshment  and  freedom  to  provide  services  In  respect  of 
activities of  self-employed  persons  and  of  Intermediaries  engaging 
In  the  trade and  distribution of  toxic products 
74/556/EEc13 
Council  Directive  of  4  June  1974,  laying  down  detailed  provisions 
concerning  transitional  measures  relating  to  activities.  trade  In 
and  distribution  of  toxic  products  and  activities  entailing  the 
professional  use  of  such  products  Including  activities  of 
Intermediaries 
7)  68/367/EEc14 
Council  Directive of  15  October  1968,  concerning  the  attainment  of 
freedom  of establishment  and  freedom  to provide service• In  respect 
of  activities  of  self-employed  persons  In  the  personal  services 
sector  (!SIC ex  Major  Group  85)  : 
1.  restaurants.  caf~s.  taverns  and  other  drinking  and 
eating places  (ISIC  Group  852) 
2.  hotels.  rooming  houses.  camps  and  other  lodging  places 
(!SIC Group  853) 
68/368/EEc15 
Councl I  Directive  of  15  October  1968,  laying  down  detailed 
provisions.  concerning  transitional  measures  In  respect  of 
activities of  self-employed persons  In  the  personal  services sector 
(!SIC  ex  Major  Group  85) 
1.  restaurants.  caf~s.  taverns  and  other  drinking  and 
eating places  (!SIC  Group  852) 
2.  hotels,  rooming  houses,  camps  and  other  lodging  places 
(!SIC Group,853) 
11  OJ  No  L 267.  10. 12.70.  p.  18. 
12  OJ  No  L 307,  18.11.74,  p,  5. 
13  OJ  No  L 307,  18.11.74,  p.  1. 
14  OJ  No  L 260,  22.10.68,  p,  16. 
15  OJ  No  L 260,  22.10.68,  p.  19. - 44  -
8)  77/92/EEc16 
Council  Directive  of  13  December  1976,  on  measures  to  facilitate 
the  effective  exercise  of  freedom  of  establishment  and  freedom  to 
provide  services  In  respect  of  the  actlvJtles  of  Insurance  agents 
and  brokers  (ex  Is IC  Group  630)  and.  In  part I  cui ar.  transIt lona I 
measures  In  respect  for  those activities 
9)  82/470/EEc17 
Council  Directive  of  29  June  1982,  on  measures  to  facilitate  the 
effective  exercise  of  freedom  of  establishment  and  freedom  to 
provide  services  In  respect  of  activities of  self-employed  persons 
In  certaIn  servIces  Inc I  dent  a I  to  transport  and  trave I  agenc les 
(ISIC Group  720) 
10)  82/489/EEc18 
Council  Directive  of  19  July  1982,  laying  down  measures  to 
facilitate the effective exercise of  the  right of establishment  and 
freedom  to provide services  In  ha"lrdresslng 
11)  75/368/EEc19 
Council  Directive  of  16  June  1975,  on  measures  to  facilitate  the 
effective  exercise  of  freedom  of  establishment  and  freedom  to 
provide services  In  respect of various activities  (ex  ISIC  Division 
01  to  85)  and,  In  particular.  transitional  measures  In  respect  of 
those activities 
12)  75/369/CEE20 
Note 
Counc II  DIrectIve  of  16  June  1975,  on  measures  to  fac Ill tate  the 
effective  exercise  of  freedom  of  establishment  and  freedom  to 
provide  services  In  respect  of  Itinerant  activities  and,  In 
particular,  transitional  measures  In  respect of  those activities 
Some  of  the  Directives  listed above  have  been  supplemented  by  the  Acts 
of  Accession  of  Denmark,  Ireland  and  the  United  Kingdom  (OJ  No  L  73, 
27.3.1972),  of  Greece  (OJ  No  L  291,  19.11.1979)  and  of  Spain  and 
Portugal  (OJ  No  L 302,  15.11.1985). 
16  OJ  No  L 26,  31.01.1977,  p.  14. 
,. 
17  OJ  No  L 213,  21.07.82,  p.  1. 
18  OJ  No  L  218,  27.07.82,  p.  24. 
19  OJ  No  L 167,  30.06.75,  p.  22. 
20  OJ  No  L 167,  30.06.75,  p.  29. 
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A N N E  X  B 
List  of  the  directives  referred  to  In  Article  16 
These  are  the  directives  listed under  headings  1  to 7  of  Annex  A,  ~lth 
the exception of  the second  directive  listed under  heading  6. ANNEX  TIMETABLE 
Oplnlo·n  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
Opinion  of  the  European  Parliament 
Common  position of  the Council 
Statement  by  the  European  Parliament on  this 
common  position {cooperation procedure  provided 
for  In  Article  149 of  the Treaty) 
Re-examination  by  the Commission 
Counc II  DecIsIon 
December  1989 
December  1989 
June  1990 
within  3  months 
November  1990 
December  1990 
Apart  from  the  3  months  per lod  a I lowed  under  ArtIcle  149  of  the  Treaty;  there  1  s  no 
time  limit  for  delivering  these  opinions  or  adopting  the  common  position  or  the 
council  Decision . 
. The  t lme  allowed  Is  by  way  <;>f  lndlcat lon. 
However,  this  proposal  would  complete.the. Council  Directive of  21  December  1988  on  a 
general  system  for  the  recognition of  higher  education  diplomas  awarded  on  completion 
of  professional  education and  training of at  least  3  years duration. 
It  Is  thus  to  some  extent  the  last  of  a  set  of  measures  giving  every  Community 
national  the  right  that  professional  qualifications  acquired  In  another  Member  State 
should  be  recognized  by  any  host  Member  State  regulating  a  .given  activity  on  Its 
territory. 
It  Is  therefo_r:e  a  central  component  for  the  completion  of  the  Internal  market;  for 
this  reason,  In  Its  fourth  report  to  the  Council  and  the  European  Parliament  on  the 
Implementation  of  the  White  Paper  on  the  completion  of  the  Internal  market  the 
Commission  provided  for  the  adoption of  this Directive  In  1990. 1. 
Financial  recofd 
Budget  Item  concerned:  new  I tern  B  7750. 
Operations  concerning  the.comP,,Ietlo.~ of  t~e 
1  nterna  1 market·.  ··  · 
Introduction  and  .operation  of  a  second  general  system-- for  the.  recognition .of 
professional  training  whi"ch  completes  that  lntroduceci'by 'the  Council  Directive  of  21 
December  1988  (OJ  L  19,  24.1.1989). 
2. 
3. 
4. 
4.1 
4.2 
'  • ••  <  •  ••  :  :  ~ 
Legal  basis:  Articles 49,  57(1)  and  66 of  the  EEC  Treaty. 
Proposed classification:  . non-compu I sory.  expepd I tur  e:  . 
D~~crlptlon of  the  actlori~  '' 
<',, 
General  objective: 
To:  facilitate  freedom  of  movement  of  .Persorl's,  a· ·fundamental  . liberty 
enshrined  In  the  Treaty. 
Specific obJective: 
The  proposed  system,  complementing  the  first  general  system,  should 
faclltlate  freedom  of  movement  for  all  persons  who  wish  to  practice  a 
regula,ted  profession  ln. a  place  other  than  the  one  In ·which  they  were 
trained 'and'whlch  Is not  already  covered  by'a  systein  for  tl).e  recognition 
of  profess I on  a I  qua! I fl catIons,  · .. 
Persons  concerned: 
Although  persons  whose  professions  are  covered  by  a  specific  directive 
recognizing  qualifications  and  perso·n·s  whot·are··  covered."by  the· t'lrst 
general  system  are  not  concerned,  the  complementary  system  concerns  many 
Individuals who  wish  to migrate. 
··  Assessment:  5  tc) T  ooo·  persons pe( year': 
5.  Grounds  for  the  action: 
The  Directive of  21  December  1988  Is  generally  limited because  It applies  to  certain 
professions  for  the  practice of which  a  long  period of  higher  education  Is  required. 
I  •  •'  ~  )  ~  >  \_  •  l  •  T >.  i  ' • '  •  •  ~ 
1  n  1985  . the . European  Par I I .ament.. and  . EconomIc  ~nd Soc I a I  CommJ ttee  .cons I de red  that 
that  Directive  was  no  more  than  a  first step 'which  should be  followed  by  a  Directive 
adopting  the  same  approach  but  applyl'ng  to  professionals  with  a  lower  level'  of 
training  than  was  required  by  the  first Directive. 4i 
The  Commission  Included  this action  In  Its work  programme  for  1989  (SEC(89)1  final). 
6. 
.  6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
6.5 
Nature  of expenditure and  calculation: 
In  applying  Article  3(2)  of  the  proposal  the  Commission  will  need  to 
coordinate  the action of  the national  coordinators. 
This  vital  task. will  call  for  general  Information  meetings  of  the 
coordinators  (2  each  year>.  payment  of  travel  expenses  (12  persons)  and 
explanatory  and  Information  meetings  In  the  various  capitals  (12  In  the 
year). 
The  Commission  must  also  adopt  the  necessary  measures  pursuant  to 
Article 13(3)  of  the  proposal  to ensure  the  devel6pment  and  coordination 
of  communication  by  the  Member  States  of  the  necessary  Information 
relating to  the  recognition of  diplomas  and  certificates. 
These  measures  should  take  the  forni  of  the  organization  of  annual 
meetings of  the  national  agents  responsible  (2  each  year)  and  payment  of 
travel  expenses  (12  persons). 
At  the  same  time.  Information  missions  In  the  various  capitals will  be 
necessary  (12  In  the  year). 
Part  of  the  work  of  preparation  for  these  coordination  and  Information 
meetings  should be  entrusted under  contract  to an  outside organization. 
The  basis  for  the calcuiatlon should  Include  not  less  than: 
1  expert.  1  assistant.  1 secretary 
which  would  amount  to a  totaf annual.expendlture of  ECU  140  000. 
In  the. current  state  of  Information.  and  subject  to·  what  might  be 
produced  by  an  Invitation to tender  with  a  view  to concluding a  contract 
for  the  provision  of  services  with  an  outside  organization.  estimated 
expenditure  (point 6.1.  6.2.  6.3.)  would  be  as  follows: 
Contract with outside organization 
Meetings 
ECU 
140  000 
145  600 
To  fac Ill tate  the  management  of  the  numerous  data  resu It I  ng  from  the 
application  of  the  system  by  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission.  It 
would  be  advisable  to  promote  the  Implementation  of  a  homogeneous  and 
Interconnected  computer  system  (of  the  personal  type  with  printer  and 
auxiliary  memory'faclltles)  and  to  assist  the  Member  States  with  Its 
establishment. 6.6 
The  total  cost of  this computerized  network  Is  estimated at  ECU  200  000. 
This would  be  a  one-off  expense. 
This  expenditure  would  be  covered  by  appropriations  regulated  under  the 
general  title of  completion of  the  Internal  market. 
The  essential  _operations.  coordination.  management  of. the  procedure, 
national  reports  and  any  disputes  constitute  subs·tantlal.  specific  and 
new  tasks  for  the  competent  division. 
More  staff would  therefore  be  needed  to carry out .the action: 
One  grade A 5/4 official 
One  grade B 3/2 official 
One  grade C 5/4 official. 
Appropriations  covering  these  expenses  .are  contained  ln.  titles  1  and  2 
of  part A of  the  budget. Subject: 
Assessment  of  the  Impact  on  the  SMEs 
Draft  proposal  for  a  Council  Directive  on  a  second  general  system  for 
the  recognition  of  professional  training  which  completes  the  general 
system establ lshed  by  the Council  Directive of  21  December  1988. 
The  second  general  system  for  the  recognition of  professional  training  completes  the 
council  Directive  of  21  December  1988  on  a  general  system  for  the  recongltlon  of 
higher  education diplomas. 
Its  aim  Is  to  facl lltate  the  movement  of  all  those  who  wish  to  practise  a  regulated 
profession  In  a  country  other  than  the  one  In  which  they  were  trained  and  which  are 
not  already  covered  by  a  system  for  the  recognition of  professional  qual lflcatlons. 
As  an  action  aimed  at  persons  who  have  completed  secondary  level  or  short  post 
secondary  training.  It  should  constitute  an  advantage  for  employers  and  their 
employees  who  can  thus enlarge  their opportunities  to practise a  regulated profession 
at  Community  level. 